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GENERAL
WRITING

Content
Although each of the following instances of in- and out-of-committee has unique
expectations and requirements in terms of content, there are some universal standards
which should be present in all instances of delegate writing. This includes
demonstrating a topical understanding of the addressed material, the utilization of
statistical and factual support when appropriate, and a the a clearly state purpose.

Academic Integrity
In order to maintain academic integrity, delegates are expected to cite all statistical and
factual evidence. Citing the positions themselves from speeches, policy pages,
legislation, et cetera is also greatly appreciated, however it is not a requirement outside
of the position paper. 

Formatting
Delegates have reasonable creative freedom to format individual writing (i.e., the
position paper and individual press release) in a manner which would be authentic to
the member-state as well as effective at communicating. Group writing should follow
normal conventions, specifically size 11 Arial font (namely due to multilingual writing)
with 1.15 spacing as well as justified 1 inch left and right paragraph margins. Specific
writing formatting for each paper will be included. All writing should have the name of
the member-state as well as the paper title written clearly at the top of the first page.

Style
All writing should follow certain stylistic regulations, including: lack of first person
pronouns ("I" and "we") outside of the individual press release, organizational tools such
as headers, as well as following conventional linguistic mechanics. Delegates reserve the
right to write in any of the official languages of the European Union, however a
supplementary translation into English must also be provided. 
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POSITION
PAPERS

No more than 2 pages,
An official font which is easily readable
Between 10 pt. and 12 pt. font size with 1.15 spacing,
1-inch justified margins,
A heading which includes a document title and the member-state name,
Clearly-delineated, organizational sections
Language which would be appropriate for an equivalent diplomatic document,
No pictures, icons, or graphs in the main body of the text (appropriate
iconography at the headers and/or footers of the document are allowed)

Content
The content of a European Council position paper will exactly mirror that of a regular
Model UN General Assembly committee. Position papers will be directed towards your
member-state's perception of the issue as well as your member-state's perceived
solution to the issue. Other standards include being well-researched, authentically
representing your position, maintaining a consistent format, and following standard
language conventions and an appropriate register. 

Delegates would do well to present the position of their country on both the topic at-
hand as well as the European Union at large. This position should be in both parts
practical and philosophical, providing past initiatives which support the position
indication as well as the thematic underpinnings of a broader European strategy.  This
will consequently include addressing and naming any necessary changes to the EU
and/or EU programs and initiatives according to the member-state position. 

Format and Style
Arguably the most important element of a position paper is being concise. The following
criteria are the recommendations of what a good position paper should have:
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Position Paper Example
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Arial font
11 pt. font size with 1.15 spacing,
1-inch justified margins,
A resolution title
Properly formatted clauses
Bolded and italicized preambulatory clause words and bolded operative clause
words
Color-coded sponsors list and corresponding language
Language which would be appropriate for an equivalent diplomatic document,
No pictures, icons, or graphs

Content
Unlike the position paper, while the general formatting of a European Council resolution
reflects that of a Model UN General Assembly resolution in appearance, the actual
content of the two are quite different. While Model UN resolutions are typically legally-
binding legislation, European Council resolutions are more political conclusions provided
to the European Commission, the larger family of European institutions, as well as
Europe as a whole by means of communiqué de presse. The two primary types of
clauses are preambulatory and operative. The clearest distinction between these clauses
start either with an preambulatory participle (for example, "Convinced" or "Affirming") or
with an operative conjugated verb (for example, "Approves" or "Calls upon").
Preambulatory clauses acknowledge pre-existing factors which are pertinent to the
rationale of the resolution such as legal precedent or a recent political development.
Operative clauses, on the other, indicate action taken by the committee to resolve the
issue which the resolution is addressing. 

Format and Style
A resolution template will be shared to delegates during the conference. Resolutions
should have the following:
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RESOLUTIONS



Example of Resolution Shared from Sponsor to Dais

Example of Resolution Shared from Dais to Delegates
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INDIVIDUAL
PRESS

RELEASES
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No less than a single paragraph and no more than 2 pages,
An official font which is easily readable
Between 10 pt. and 12 pt. font size with 1.15 spacing,
A heading which includes a document title and the member-state name,
Language which would be appropriate for an equivalent diplomatic document
(language may be more informal, matching a speaker's diction, in the transcript),
No pictures, icons, or graphs in the main body of the text (appropriate
iconography at the headers and/or footers of the document are allowed)

Content
The content of the individual press releases can vary substantially depending on a what
the delegate chooses to communicate. A delegate which has accomplished to complete
the goals outlined in its position paper may write an individual press release which is
congratulatory in tone and cites their original positions. Conversely, a delegate who was
not able to contribute as much language to the final communiqué de presse due to
adverse opinions may lament this fact and include desired proposals in the individual
press release.

Seeing as the entire committee shares a single communiqué de presse assembled by
the dais, the individual press release allows delegates to provide a more personal
reaction to the committee developments, finishing the narrative which was started by
the position paper. Although delegates will be some given time after the closing plenary
session to complete this document, delegates should have well-prepared the individual
press release throughout the committee's entire duration.

Format and Style
Delegates have the greatest degree of creative freedom in this paper. Delegates may
either submit a speech transcript of the head of government/state or an official press
release by the member-state's government. Individual press releases will generally have:



Example of Speech Transcript

Example of Official Press Release
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OTHER
INFORMATION

All other delegates, staff, and non-participants are to be treated with respect and
courtesy, including properly interacting with facilities of the University of Florida.
Discrimination on all bases, including race, gender, sexual orientation, national origin,
religion, age, or disability, is never acceptable. If you believe you have seen any
instances of discrimination or sexual harassment, do not hesitate to bring it to the
attention of your chair or the SunMUN secretariat.
Maintaining professionalism is expected of all delegates, including: keeping
academic integrity, using polite and professional language, as well as wearing
Western Business Attire.
The safety and security of both attendees of this conference and its hosts remains
our primary concern which is why we ask all participants to observe all appropriate
public health measures, not leave any important personal items unattended, refrain
from any substance abuse, as well as follow any and all local ordinances.

Delegate Expectations
Please refer to the Delegate Handbook for more details. The Delegate Handbook
remains the first and final guide for all delegate expectations at SunMUN I. 

Academic Integrity
We maintain a zero-tolerance policy in regards to plagiarism. Delegates found to have
used the ideas of others without properly citing those individuals, organizations, or
documents will have their credentials revoked for the duration of the conference. This is
a very serious offense. Additionally, pre-writing is strictly prohibited as well. Any work
which is pre-written will not be recognized. All committee work will be completed on
GoogleDocs shared with the dais. 
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Technology Policy
The usage of technology during committee remains first and foremost within the
discretion of the dais and the SunMUN secretariat. By default, this committee will
specifically permit the usage of technology while normal debate is suspended in the
case of temporary adjournments, however delegates are asked to refrain from using
technology during regular debate. Still, the usage of technology on non-committee
related grounds is strongly discouraged. 

Language Policy
In the European Council, delegations reserve the right to speak in any of the 24 official
languages of the European Union with an additional right to translation. Delegates are
more than welcome to speak in English and/or the official language of their member-
state, however a written translation in English must be provided to the dais sufficiently
beforehand so that it may be displayed during these remarks. 

Land Acknowledgement
The University of Florida resides on land of the Timucua people and the Seminole Tribe
of Florida. It is important to understand the long-standing history that has brought us to
reside on the land, and to seek to understand our place within that history. Land
acknowledgements do not exist in a past tense, or historical context: colonialism is a
current ongoing process, and we need to build our mindfulness of our present
participation. It is also worth noting that acknowledging the land is Indigenous protocol.
For more information, visit http://www.lspirg.org/knowtheland.

http://www.lspirg.org/knowtheland

